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Abstract

In 2020, the novel severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus outbreak emerged as a

public health emergency. Three years later, we are still assessing the effects caused by the

coronavirus disease (COVID‐19) and by the lifestyle changes due to prevention measures,

like social isolation. Here, we assessed the profile of both the anxiety screening scores and

anthropometric variables in the university community, associated with the isolation due to

the COVID‐19 pandemic. We analyzed social and epidemiological associated factors for

anxiety and weight change to address and better identify the physical and mental conditions

aggravated during the pandemic. This is a cross‐sectional study based on the 7‐item

Generalized Anxiety Disorder Scale questionnaire applied virtually to university students and

professors in the State of Rio de Janeiro (n = 480). In our population cohort, we showed that

the majority of individuals showed moderate to severe anxiety and increased body weight

during the COVID‐19 pandemic. The major demographic associated factors for higher

anxiety levels were young age, female gender, and low family income. The main modifiable

associated factors for both anxiety and weight gain were the negative changes in living

habits. In addition, there was a trend toward severe anxiety and greater weight change in

people with increased time in social isolation. In view of these results, we suggest that bad
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habits, adopted during the COVID‐19 pandemic, were the main reason for the high anxiety

levels found in the studied population.

1 | INTRODUCTION

In December 2019, the novel severe acute respiratory syndrome

coronavirus (SARS‐CoV‐2) was reported in China, causing the

coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID‐19). The World Health Organiza-

tion (WHO) has considered it a public health emergency of

international concern due to an increasing number of cases and

deaths and the socioeconomic consequences that it may cause (Li

et al., 2020). COVID‐19 spread rapidly worldwide, causing symptoms

such as fever, dry cough, sore throat, headache, fatigue, myalgia, and

dyspnea, which can progress to an acute respiratory syndrome in

varying severity, and death (Santos, 2020).

Currently, after Asia, the American continent has the second‐

highest number of confirmed cases. More specifically, the United

States of America and Brazil are the most affected American

countries (WHO, n.d.). In Brazil, Noronha et al. (2020) reported the

critical situation of the health system with regard to the COVID‐19

pandemic, including support for patients in critical conditions and

highlighting the need for measures that aim to reduce COVID‐19

spreading speed and the socioeconomic damage. However, preven-

tive measures are challenging in the Brazilian population due to social

inequalities, experienced by the large part of the population that lives

in extremely crowded conditions, in precarious housing, and with

defective basic sanitation (Werneck & Carvalho, 2020).

The main preventing measures used worldwide to contain COVID‐

19 spreading consisted of social distancing, social isolation, and, once

they became available, active immunization (Killgore et al., 2020;

Werneck & Carvalho, 2020; Wiersinga et al., 2020). These measures

aimed at reducing social contact by closing or restricting schools,

workplaces, leisure places, public transport, and social events. In addition,

guidelines and recommendations for personal protection were published

by the government and consisted of physical distancing, personal

hygiene, and usage of individual protective equipment, such as face

masks (Banerjee et al., 2021; Werneck & Carvalho, 2020; Wiersinga

et al., 2020).

By the time active immunization became available for the majority of

the population, with verified effects against serious complications of

COVID‐19 (Al Kaabi et al., 2021; Nemet et al., 2022; Singanayagam

et al., 2022), the need for isolation and social measures to prevent the

spreading of the disease was questioned in multiple countries. However,

waves of increased cases are still appearing worldwide 3 years after the

COVID‐19 outbreak and are associated with new variants that often

present higher transmissibility and antibody escape (Barouch, 2022).

Faced with these new challenges, whether it is worth returning to social

isolation or not remains an open question.

In this context, it is evident that the social distancing and

isolation measures adopted at different stages of the COVID‐19

pandemic drastically affected lifestyle habits and imposed serious

consequences on the physical and mental health of individuals

(Killgore et al., 2020; King et al., 2020; Martinez‐Ferran et al., 2020).

Among these changes, the lack of physical activity and bad eating

habits had an important impact on the population's health, such as

overweight and obesity. (King et al., 2020; Navarro‐Cruz, et al., 2021;

Santana et al., 2021; Soysal et al., 2023). In this sense, two

independent studies reported that harmful changes in eating habits

during the pandemic led to weight gain among university students in

Chile (Navarro‐Cruz et al., 2021) and Turkey (Soysal et al., 2023) and

was related to an increase in depressive symptoms (Soysal

et al., 2023). Furthermore, habit changes due to social isolation

may be related to the appearance of new pathologies and clinical

worsening of diseases such as dyslipidemia, insulin resistance,

hypertension, and visceral obesity (King et al., 2020).

Moreover, the psychological impact of these changes is also

extremely relevant. It can impair mental health and cause the appearance

of mood disorders such as anxiety and depression (Cao et al., 2020;

Moccia et al., 2020; Odriozola‐González et al., 2020). Interestingly,

recent studies show that the academic community is sensitive to the

impact of social isolation and the associated change on their lifestyle and

more prone to psychological disorders during suspension of academic

activities associated with COVID‐19 pandemic (Charles et al., 2021;

Chen et al., 2020; Fu et al., 2021; Huckins et al., 2020; Odriozola‐

González et al., 2020; Perz et al., 2022; Son et al., 2020).

In this study, we investigated the changes in mental health,

anthropometric variables, and the life habits of the academic community

during the COVID‐19 pandemic in the State of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. We

assessed the responses to the 7‐item Generalized Anxiety Disorder Scale

(GAD‐7) questionnaire, the self‐reported weight change, and lifestyle

changes in university students and professors. We also described

associated factors for the higher scores on this anxiety disorder

screening test and for higher weight changes and looked for correlations

between changes in habits, weight variation, and GAD‐7 results. Then,

we suggested some options that sought to aid the academic community

both mentally and physically.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Study design and population

This is a quantitative, cross‐sectional study, that involves university

students and professors from the State of Rio de Janeiro. The sample

size was calculated according to data provided by the Brazilian Higher

Education Census (Instituto Nacional de Estudos e Pesquisas

[INEP], 2019), which is a public survey instrument that annually

gathers data on the number of students enrolled in public and private

higher education institutions in Brazil. From there, we identified a

universe of 722,860 students (undergraduated and graduated) and

33,550 professors enrolled at higher education institutions in the
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State of Rio de Janeiro. Considering 95% confidence (Zα = 1.96) and a

tolerable absolute error of 5%, the estimated minimum sample size

needed for conducting this study was 384 participants.

Respondents were sampled by non‐probabilistic convenience

sampling. Questionnaires were applied in digital format to all

participants directly or through the communication groups of the

secretariats of the partner universities in the period between

December 1, 2020 and January 1, 2021. Questionnaires did not

include any personal identification to ensure anonymity and

confidentiality of data. Four hundred and eighty respondents were

included in the final analysis related to the anxiety profile of this

population, disregarding one duplicate record (Figure S1). A new

filtering was performed, in which 35 responses were excluded due to

a lack of information on anthropometric variables before the analyses

related to weight change. (Supplementary figure 1).

2.2 | Rating instruments

The study instrument comprised a structured questionnaire that

includes social, demographic, economic, and academic information.

Also, participants were asked about how the pandemic interfered

with academic activities and what type of contact they had with the

COVID‐19 disease.

In addition, participants were asked about their height, previous

weight, and absolute weight variation (gain or loss) during the

isolation period related to the COVID‐19 pandemic. With the data

obtained, we calculated the percentage of gain or loss and the

previous and current body mass index (BMI) in kg/m2. Participants

were then categorized, according to the denomination proposed by

the WHO in 2000 (National Institutes of Health, 1998; WHO, 2000),

in underweight (<18.5 kg/m2), normal weight (18.5–24.9 kg/m2),

overweight (25.0–29.9 kg/m2), obesity class I (30.0–34.9 kg/m2),

class II (35.0–39.9 kg/m2), and class III (≥40.0 kg/m2).

Moreover, the participants responded to the GAD‐7 question-

naire, a widely recognized tool for objectively assessing anxiety levels

and screening for anxiety disorders in different populations. GAD‐7

was first idealized by Spitzer and most recently validated for

application in the context of assessing the psychological impact of

the COVID‐19 pandemic on university students (Cao et al., 2020;

Dhira et al., 2021; Spitzer et al., 2006). In this questionnaire, elevated

scores are associated with an increased likelihood for the individual to

experience an anxiety disorder. The quantitative results obtained

from the participants' responses to the GAD‐7 were transformed into

a ranked categorical variable using the original cutoffs proposed by

Spitzer and collaborators. We categorized anxiety screening scores as

minimal if 0–4, mild if 5–9, moderate if 10–14, and severe if 15–21

(Spitzer et al., 2006).

Finally, a questionnaire composed of 20 questions regarding

changes in eating habits, patterns of daily physical, recreational

activities, and sleep patterns of participants during the pandemic

period was applied to assess the behavior and lifestyle changes

related to the COVID‐19 pandemic (see Questionnaire in Supporting

Information Content). This questionnaire was previously developed

and validated by Kumari et al. (2020). Its construct validity was

successfully established through factor analysis, and it exhibited

strong internal consistency with a Cronbach's α value of 0.72 (Kumari

et al., 2020). Notably, this questionnaire underwent validation amidst

the backdrop of the COVID‐19 pandemic, within a population

resembling the characteristics of the current study's participants,

composed mainly of young, middle‐class, well‐educated individuals,

and residing in urban areas (Kumari et al., 2020). This aspect further

enhances its suitability and relevance for the specific population of

interest within this study. All responses use a 5‐item Likert rating

scale ranging from 2 (significantly decreased) to −2 (significantly

increased). Noticeably, the final score of the questionnaire varies

from −29 to 29, with negative scores related to the most beneficial

lifestyle changes and positive scores related to the most harmful

changes.

2.3 | Data analysis

Data were exported and statistically analyzed using the software

IBM SPSS Statistics® Version 25.0. Normal distribution of

continuous variables was assessed by Kolmogorov–Smirnov and

Shapiro–Wilk tests. To verify significant associations between

demographic variables and the anxiety score based on GAD‐7 we

used Pearsons' chi‐square test of independence (χ2). Standardized

residual values analysis (Bonferroni post hoc) was used to identify

exact values that significantly differ from the expected count

between groups. The assumptions of the chi‐square test were

checked before carrying out the test and in cases where there was a

minimum expected frequency <1, Fisher's exact test was used

(Cochran, 1954; Fisher, 1925).

Spearman's nonparametric test was performed to assess the

correlation between results of COVID‐19‐related behavior and

lifestyle changes scale and GAD‐7 scores, as well as other

quantitative variables, such as age, BMI, and percentual weight

variation. Correlation analysis was followed by performing a simple

linear regression model and residual analysis to ensure homoscedas-

ticity requirement between variables.

Kruskal–Wallis nonparametric test with Dunn's multiple compar-

ison post hoc was used to verify the association between weight

variation and categorical variables, such as contact with COVID‐19

and ranked categories of the habits change score.

Statistically significant variables were included in two different

multivariate ordinal logistic regression models (forward method, logit

function) with anxiety (GAD‐7 results) or weight change categories as

dependent variables. As a measure of association strength, we used

the prevalence odds ratio with a 95% confidence interval. The

multicollinearity was verified by variance inflation factor (VIF),

considering absent VIF = 1 and acceptable VIF < 5. A level of

statistical significance of 95% (p < 0.05) was applied. Graphics were

built in both GraphPad Prism Software® Version 8.0 and ggplot2

library from R Version 4.2.1.
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2.4 | Ethical considerations

The Institutional Ethics Committee approved the project with a

Presentation Certificate for Ethical Appreciation registered at the

Brazilian National Platform with the number 40277220.0.0000.5247.

All participants voluntarily gave their Informed Consent to participate

in the study after being notified about the purpose of the study. The

procedures of this study complied with the provisions of the

Declaration of Helsinki regarding research on human participants.

All data that supports the findings of this study is available from

the corresponding author upon reasonable request.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Social, demographic, economic, and academic
profile of the sample

The cohort studied in this work, referred to throughout the text as

the “academic community,” corresponds to undergraduate, graduate,

and postdoctoral students (in Brazil, postdoctoral researchers are

considered students) and professors from different university

institutions across all regions of the state of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Table 1 shows the social, demographic, economic, and academic

profiles of the studied academic community. Briefly, the cohort was

composed mainly of young (20–29 years old), female students. Most

of our participants were middle class (earning between 2 and 5

minimum wages—Brazilian minimum wage corresponded to approxi-

mately $200 per month at the time of the survey), single, residing in

urban areas, especially in the metropolitan region (Table 1).

3.2 | GAD‐7 results in the academic community of
Rio de Janeiro

To assess anxiety screening scores in the academic community, we

applied the GAD‐7 questionnaire. Among the 480 respondents, 193

(40.21%) demonstrated severe scores (15–21 points), followed by

25.42% and 19.58% of the participants who presented moderate and

mild scores, respectively (10–14 and 5–9 points, respectively). On the

other hand, only 14.79% of the studied population had normal/

minimum levels of anxiety (0–4 points) (Table 2).

3.3 | Association between GAD‐7 and
sociodemographic variables, weight, and lifestyle

Among the studied sociodemographic and economic variables, age,

gender, and family income were significantly associated with GAD‐7

scores (Table S1). In a post hoc analysis, we observed that females were

more likely to have moderate to severe levels of anxiety when compared

to males. In addition, younger participants (<20 and 20–29 years old)

TABLE 1 Descriptive data of the sociodemographic and
academic characteristics analyzed in the studied population of the
university community in Rio de Janeiro (n = 480).

Variables

Total

N %

Age (years)

<20 21 4.38

20–29 262 54.58

30–39 104 21.67

40–49 63 13.13

50–59 21 4.38

60–69 8 1.67

70–80 1 0.21

Gender

Female 317 66.04

Male 160 33.33

Others 3 0.62

Marital Status

Single 329 68.54

Married/common‐law marriage 137 28.54

Divorced 12 2.50

Widow(er) 2 0.41

Region

Metropolitana 327 68.13

Serrana 108 22.50

Norte Fluminense 16 3.33

Centro‐Sul Fluminense 10 2.08

Região dos Lagos 8 1.67

Costa Verde 5 1.04

Noroeste Fluminense 3 0.63

Médio Vale do Paraíba 3 0.63

Place of residence

Rural 19 3.96

Urban 461 96.04

Family income (no. of minimum wage/month)

<1 22 4.58

1/2 98 20.42

2/5 163 33.96

5/10 92 19.17

>10 105 21.88

Live with parents/friends

No 48 10.00

Yes 432 90.00

4 | LESER ET AL.
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Variables

Total

N %

Symptoms of COVID‐19 confirmed disease, or contact

No contacts, symptoms or
confirmed disease

189 39.38

Contact with individuals with

COVID‐19
151 31.46

COVID‐19 with laboratory
confirmation

71 14.79

Symptoms of COVID‐19 without

laboratory confirmation

69 14.38

Activity

Graduate 298 62.08

Postgraduate 95 19.79

Postdoctoral 8 1.67

Professor 79 16.46

Institution

Private university 243 50.62

State university 24 5.00

Federal university 213 44.37

Year of studies

1st 25 5.21

2nd 38 7.92

3rd 46 9.58

4th 45 9.37

5th 40 8.33

6th or more 99 20.62

Not aplicable 187 38.96

Field of studies

Agrarian sciences 9 1.87

Biological sciences/health
sciences

283 58.96

Exacts and earth sciences 73 15.21

Human sciences 35 7.29

Social sciences 19 3.96

Engineering and technologies 49 10.21

Linguistics, literature e arts 12 2.50

Downtime for presential activities

No 29 6.04

<3 months 26 5.42

3–6 months 70 14.58

>6 months 355 73.96

TABLE 1 (Continued)

Variables

Total

N %

Total downtime of academic activities (presential and virtual)

No 185 38.54

<3 months 87 18.13

3–6 months 112 23.33

>6 months 96 20.00

Did you participate in virtual academic activities during this period?

No 26 5.42

Yes 454 94.58

Total isolation time without other presential activities

No 108 22.50

<3 months 106 22.08

3–6 months 130 27.08

>6 months 136 28.33

Total 480 100.00

TABLE 2 Descriptive data of responses to the GAD‐7
questionnaire and anxiety levels of the academic community during
the COVID‐19 pandemic (n = 480).

GAD‐7 Score Mean (SE) 95% CI

12.25 (0.29) (11.68–12.82)

Anxiety level N Ratio (%)

Normal/minimum 71 (14.79)

Mild 94 (19.58)

Moderate 122 (25.42)

Severe 193 (40.21)

Questions N Ratio (%)

Feeling nervous, anxious, or on edge

Not at all 49 (10.21)

Several days 114 (23.75)

More than half of the days 117 (24.37)

Nearly every day 200 (41.67)

Not being able to stop or control worrying

Not at all 76 (15.83)

Several days 107 (22.29)

More than half of the days 126 (26.25)

Nearly every day 171 (35.62)

Worrying too much about different things

Not at all 62 (12.92)

(Continues)
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tended to have higher levels of moderate to severe anxiety, when

compared to those of older age (>40 years old) (Table S1; Figure 1). Also,

family income was associated with minimal to mild levels of anxiety

when higher than 10 minimum wages per month (Table S1; Figure 1).

With regard to the region of residence and housing conditions,

there was no significant difference in GAD‐7 results between

academics who live alone compared with those who live with parents

or friends (χ2 = 4.94, p = 0.176). Similarly, no difference was observed

between individuals living in different regions of the State of Rio de

Janeiro (χ2 = 12.87, p = 0.94), nor between urban or rural area

(χ2 = 0.59, p = 0.115) (Table S1; Figure S1).

Furthermore, we investigated the association between the activity

performed by the participant at the university and the degree of anxiety

related to the COVID‐19 pandemic (Table S1). In a post hoc analysis, we

observed that students had higher proportions of moderate anxiety

scores, while professors had milder anxiety symptoms. This result is in

line with increased GAD‐7 scores of younger participants and those of

low family income (Table S1; Figure 1).

We also considered the interruption of academic activities during

the pandemic and whether the participants had direct or indirect

contact with the disease (Table S1). We showed that individuals who

remained in total isolation for 3–6 months during the pandemic

(without any type of in‐person activity, such as trips, courses, or

work‐related activities) had a higher degree of severe anxiety, while

those who isolated completely for less than 3 months showed a lower

degree of severe anxiety (Table S1; Figure 1). This data suggests that

higher levels of anxiety are correlated with increased isolation

periods.

Next, we assessed whether participants had symptoms of

COVID‐19, confirmed disease, or if they had contact with confirmed

cases of COVID‐19. We did not observe a statistically significant

association between the development of symptoms or confirmed

disease and the prevalence of anxiety in the population studied

(Table S1; Figure 1). These results suggest that GAD‐7 results in the

studied population are primarily related to social isolation, rather than

the disease itself.

3.4 | Anthropometric profile of the sample

Next, we asked participants questions about changes in lifestyle and

weight during the COVID‐19 pandemic (Table 3). Thus, we

investigated whether these changes were related to different levels

of anxiety.

Among the participants, the average weight at the time of the

study was 70.86 ± 0.77 kg with an increase of 4.05 ± 0.45% com-

pared to their previous weight. Furthermore, participants' average

BMI increased from 24.72 ± 0.24 kg/m2 before COVID‐19 to

25.38 ± 0.24 kg/m2 (Table S2).

Also, 53.54% of the participants reported weight gain during the

pandemic. Among this subpopulation, there was an increase of

+8.11 ± 0.32% compared to their initial weight. Besides, 18.75% of

the participants reported no weight change, while 22.7% reported

weight loss. Among those who reported weight loss, a decrease of

−7.18 ± 0.45% in body weight was detected.

3.5 | Association of weight change with GAD‐7,
isolation time, and COVID‐19 contact

Interestingly, a significant association was observed between the

reported weight change during the isolation period due to the

COVID‐19 pandemic and the participants' GAD‐7 score. Those who

demonstrated weight gain had a higher prevalence of moderate

anxiety, while those who maintained their weight stable displayed

mainly minimal and mild anxiety (Table S1; Figure 1).

Next, we investigated the association between the participants'

weight change and demographic variables. We found that the

number of years studied at university, having their presential

activities paused and, most notably, changes of habit resulting from

TABLE 2 (Continued)

Questions N Ratio (%)

Several days 110 (22.92)

More than half of the days 130 (27.08)

Nearly every day 178 (37.08)

Trouble relaxing

Not at all 62 (12.92)

Several days 110 (22.92)

More than half of the days 122 (25.42)

Nearly every day 186 (38.75)

Being so restless that it's hard to sit still

Not at all 130 (27.08)

Several days 143 (29.79)

More than half of the days 105 (21.87)

Nearly every day 102 (21.25)

Becoming easily annoyed or irritable

Not at all 71 (14.79)

Several days 128 (26.66)

More than half of the days 126 (26.25)

Nearly every day 155 (32.29)

Feeling afraid as if something awful might happen

Not at all 125 (26.04)

Several days 117 (24.37)

More than half of the days 92 (19.17)

Nearly every day 146 (30.42)

Abbreviation: CI, confidence interval.
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F IGURE 1 Heatmap of standardized residuals adjusted by the Bonferroni method. Post hoc results of univariate analysis
of academic community anxiety level about the COVID‐19 pandemic (minimal, mild, moderate, or severe) and relationship with
sociodemographic and anthropometric variables (n = 480). p Value refers to the chi‐square test. Values of standardized
residuals are represented as color range visualizing in blue the positively associated values and in red the negatively associated
values.
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isolation periods, showed a positive association with weight gain of

participants (Table S3).

Furthermore, we observed that the presence of COVID‐19

symptoms or reported contact with a patient were also associated

with higher weight gain compared to those who had the disease

(Table S3; Figures S2 and 2a). Finally, this suggests that the risk of

COVID‐19 infection had a higher impact on weight gain than having

the disease itself.

Surprisingly, in a post hoc analysis of the chi‐square test, we

identified that participants who had their presential activities

interrupted presented greater weight stability, while those who

maintained their activities showed a greater tendency to weight

variation (Table S3; Figure S2).

However, other variables such as gender, marital status, living

region, family income, main activity at the University, participation in

virtual academic activities, and reported anxiety levels did not

correlate with changes in weight (Table S3).

3.6 | Lifestyle changes during COVID‐19 and
association with GAD‐7 and weight variations

We investigated the changes in living habits during the pandemic. For

this matter, we applied a questionnaire regarding changes in eating

habits, daily physical and recreational activities, and sleep patterns

during the pandemic period (see Questionnaire in Supporting

Information Content). We further transformed the results of this

questionnaire into a variable with six ranked categories ranging from

the most beneficial lifestyle changes (negative scores) to the most

harmful changes (positive scores). Bivariate analysis of these data

showed both an association and a positive correlation between

unhealthy changes in lifestyle and the presence of higher anxiety

scores (Table S1; Figure 2b) and weight gain (Figure 2c).

Furthermore, we investigated the relationship between the

variation of the participants' weight and the response given to each

of the questions regarding behavior and COVID‐19‐related lifestyle

changes. The answers that were most significantly associated with

weight changes were: increased “habit of snacking between meals”

(χ2(16) = 60,600; p < 0.001); “increased quantity/portions of meals

and snacks” (χ2(16) = 92.598; p < 0.001); and lower “family support

for maintaining healthy eating habits” (χ2(16) = 37.549; p = 0.002)

(Table S4).

Individuals who reported a higher probability of skipping the

main meals of the day also presented weight loss, reflecting that an

irregular diet is an important factor related to weight instability

(χ2(16) = 29.827; p = 0.019) (Table S4).

Sleep habits are known to interfere with weight variation.

Participants who slept less also tended to have higher weight gain

(χ2(16) = 26.949; p = 0.042), although the sleep quality did not seem

to be associated (Table S4).

Self‐reported stress and anxiety levels were also shown to be

significantly related. Participants who reported a reduction in stress

and anxiety levels also had greater weight loss (χ2(16) = 28.478;

p = 0.028) (Table S4).

Finally, we corroborated the previously reported findings by

using an alternative statistical approach of correlation matrix analysis.

We performed an unbiased assessment of intercorrelation between

all five quantitative variables considered in this study. We investi-

gated the relationship between the score of lifestyle changes, weight

variation, anxiety score, and participants' age and BMI. We identified

a moderate correlation between the final score of COVID‐19‐related

lifestyle changes and the total weight gain (r = 0.3080; p < 0.0001)

(Figure 2d,e). A mild although significant positive correlation was

TABLE 3 Descriptive data of the anthropometric variables
analyzed and habits change score in the studied population of the
university community in Rio de Janeiro (n = 480).

Variables

Total

N %

Gain or loss of weight

Gain of weight 257 53.54

Weight remained stable 109 22.70

Lost of weight 90 18.75

Unknown 24 5.00

Weight change

Class 1 (<−10%) 16 3.33

Class 2 (−10 a −1%) 70 14.58

Class 3 (0 a 9%) 289 60.20

Class 4 (10 a 20%) 64 13.33

Class 5 (>20%) 7 1.45

Not informed 34 7.08

Actual BMI

Underweight (16–18.5) 29 6.04

Normal (18.5–24) 231 48.12

Overweight (24–30) 132 27.50

Obesity first degree (30–35) 65 13.54

Obesity second degree (35–40) 16 3.33

Obesity third degree (≥40) 7 1.45

Habits score (Kumari et al., 2020)

−29 to −20 4 0.83

−19 to −10 31 6.46

−9 to 0 126 26.25

0 to 9 210 43.75

10 to 19 96 2.00

20 to 29 13 2.71

Total 480 100.00
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F IGURE 2 (a) Bivariate analysis of comparison between weight change and contact with patients with COVID‐19. p Value refers to the Kruskal–
Wallis test with Dunn's multiple comparison post hoc. Boxes represent median ± interquartile interval. Bars represent maximum and minimum values of
the distribution (n=445). (b) Scatterplot with marginal density representing the bivariate analysis of anxiety level (GAD‐7 Score) about the COVID‐19
pandemic and habits change. r and p value refer to Spearmans' correlation test. Red line represents simple linear regression with 95% confidence
interval (n=480). (c) Bivariate analysis of comparison between weight change and the habits change score. p Value refers to the Kruskal–Wallis test
with Dunn's multiple comparison post hoc. Bars represent mean ± SEM (n=445). (d) Correlogram with variables histogram (central part), summary
of correlation significance (upper part) and distribution (lower part) of age, habit change score results, anxiety score results (GAD‐7), total weight change
and BMI. Distribution of each variable is represented with a central histogram and correlation values are represented as a range of colors, being
blue the positively correlated values and red the negatively correlated values. r and p value refer to Spearmans' correlation test. *Significant correlation
at 0.05 level (two tails). **Significant correlation at 0.01 level (two tails). ***Significant correlation at 0.001 level (two tails). ****Significant correlation
at 0.0001 level (two tails). (e, f) Scatterplot with marginal density representing the bivariate analysis of correlation between weight change and
result of the habits change score (e) or between weight change and anxiety level (GAD‐7 score) considering the COVID‐19 pandemic (f). r and p value
refer to Spearmans' correlation test. Red line represents simple linear regression with 95% confidence interval (n=445).
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TABLE 4 Logistic regression analysis of participants' anxiety level (GAD‐7 scores) considering the COVID‐19 pandemic and relationship
with demographic variables and habits change.

Predictor variables Total (%) POR SE POR 95%CI p Valuea

Age

<20b 21 (4.38) 0 – –

20–29 262 (54.58) −0.63 0.47 (−1.55, 0.29) 0.18

30–39 104 (21.67) −1.08 0.49 (−2.04, −0.12) 0.03

40–49 63 (13.13) −0.93 0.51 (−1.93, 0.08) 0.07

50–59 21 (4.38) −1.19 0.61 (−2.39, 0.01) 0.05

60–69 8 (1.67) −1.73 0.81 (−3.32, −0.13) 0.03

70–80 1 (0.21) 0.28 1.89 (−3.42, 3.98) 0.88

Gender

Femaleb 317 (66.04) 0 – – –

Male 160 (33.33) −0.85 0.19 (−1.23, −0.48) <0.01

Others 3 (0.62) 0.59 1.34 (−2.04, 3.22) 0.66

Marital status

Singleb 329 (68.54) 0 – – –

Maried/common‐law marriage 137 (28.54) 0.01 0.26 (−0.49, 0.52) 0.96

Divorced 12 (2.50) 0.97 0.63 (−0.27, 2.21) 0.12

Widow(er) 2 (0.41) −1.10 1.33 (−3.71, 1.51) 0.41

Family income (no. of minimum wage)

<1 22 (4.58) 0.00 0.47 (−0.91, 0.92) 0.99

1–2 98 (20.42) 0.65 0.30 (0.05, 1.24) 0.03

2–5 163 (33.96) 0.48 0.26 (−0.03, 0.98) 0.05

5–10 92 (19.17) 0.15 0.28 (−0.39, 0.70) 0.59

>10b 105 (21.88) 0 – – –

Activity

Graduateb 298 (62.08) 0 – – –

Postgraduate 95 (19.79) −0.08 0.25 (−0.57, 0.41) 0.74

Postdoctoral 8 (1.67) −0.17 0.72 (−1.58, 1.24) 0.82

Professor 79 (16.46) 0.29 0.34 (−0.37, 0.95) 0.39

Total isolation time without other presential activities

Nob 108 (22.50) 0 – – –

<3 months 106 (22.08) 0.07 0.27 (−0.46, 0.60) 0.66

3–6 months 130 (27.08) 0.55 0.26 (0.04, 1.06) 0.02

>6 months 136 (28.33) 0.24 0.26 (−0.26, 0.74) 0.27

Gain or loss of weight

Gain of weight 257 (53.54) 0.03 0.23 (−0.42, 0.47) 0.91

Weight remained stableb 109 (22.70) 0 – – –

Lost of weight 90 (18.75) 0.03 0.25 (−0.45, 0.52) 0.89

Unknown 24 (5.00) −0.13 0.40 (−0.92, 0.65) 0.74

Habits change (ordinal classification)

−29 to −20 4 (0.83) −23.72 0.00 −23.72 –
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found between the GAD‐7 result and weight variation (r = 0.1360;

p = 0.0040) (Figure 2d,f). The score on the GAD‐7 questionnaire was

also negatively correlated with the participant's age (r = −0.1897;

p < 0.0001) (Figure 2d). Finally, the current BMI was correlated

exclusively with the participant's age (Figure 2d).

Altogether, our results suggest that beneficial lifestyle changes

and lower GAD‐7 results are related to weight stability during the

COVID‐19 pandemic.

3.7 | Logistic regression analysis of weight change
and elevated GAD‐7 scores associated factors

Finally, we employed the significantly associated variables from the

initial analysis to construct an ordinal logistic regression model. This

approach allowed us to evaluate the impact of independent variables

and determine robust predictors of the respondents' score in the

anxiety screening tool and weight change during the COVID‐19

pandemic.

The results have shown that variables, such as age, gender, family

income, total isolation time without in‐person activities, and change

in living habits have a significant impact on GAD‐7 results, thus being

reliable predictors. On the other hand, some factors, such as marital

status, activity performed at the university, and weight change, were

not considered predictors of GAD‐7 scores. Finally, it was observed

that the final model, disregarding the nonassociated variables,

showed a good association with the participants' degree of anxiety

in the model fitting criteria (final χ2 = 131.87; p < 0.001) (Table 4).

Regarding weight change, the variables that remained in the final

model as reliable predictors of the outcome were the habits change

score results, age, previous BMI, the fact that they had contact with

COVID‐19, symptoms or laboratory confirmation of disease, and the

year of study at the university. The final best‐fitted model showed a

high correlation with the weight change outcome (final χ2 = 83.076;

p < 0.001) (Table S5).

In summary, we demonstrated that specific demographic,

anthropometric and lifestyle variables can be considered reliable

predictors for academics' risk of anxiety and weight change amid the

COVID‐19 pandemic.

4 | DISCUSSION

COVID‐19 has impacted the health systems and the lives of many

people worldwide, proving to be a major challenge on a global scale

(Noronha et al., 2020). Many studies suggest that the pandemic can

affect individuals' mental health, causing the appearance of symp-

toms of depression and anxiety (Cao et al., 2020; Moccia et al., 2020;

Odriozola‐González et al., 2020).

In this pandemic scenario, the academic population shows a

propensity to increased levels of anxiety due to the interruption of

their activities, social isolation, and lifestyle changes (Chen et al., 2020;

Odriozola‐González et al., 2020; Perz et al., 2022; Son et al., 2020).

Thus, we sought to address the topic by using an anxiety screening

test and monitoring changes in weight and life habits of the academic

community of the State of Rio de Janeiro, to find possible associated

factors that can contribute to predict and prevent the development

of anxiety disorders, as well as the worsening in the anthropometric

profile. Also, we assessed the possible effects of the pandemic and its

associated lifestyle changes on participants' mental health and

weight.

Surprisingly, our results showed that 65.63% of respondents

have moderate or severe anxiety levels. This proportion is much

higher than previous findings in other studies using the same GAD‐7

questionnaire (Cao et al., 2020; Faisal et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2020).

For example, Faisal et al. (2022) interviewed, during the COVID‐19

outbreak, 879 university students from Bangladesh. They found that

40% of the students presented moderate to severe anxiety levels.

It is known that the workload within the academic community

constitutes a significant risk factor for anxiety, particularly during

examination and assessment periods (Scholz et al., 2016). In this

study, data collection occurred at the conclusion of the academic

period, coinciding with the semesters final exams in some univer-

sities. Hence, it is important to consider that the exam‐related

TABLE 4 (Continued)

Predictor variables Total (%) POR SE POR 95%CI p Valuea

−19 to −10 31 (6.46) −2.18 0.78 (−3.71, −0.65) 0.01

−9 to 0 126 (26.25) −2.35 0.71 (−3.75, − 0.96) 0.00

1 to 9 210 (43.75) −1.44 0.70 (−2.82, −0.06) 0.04

10 to 19 96 (2.00) −0.40 0.72 (−1.82, 1.02) 0.58

20 to 29b 13 (2.71) 0 – – –

Habits change score – 0.10 0.04 (0.03, 0.17) 0.00

Abbreviations: CI, confidence inetrval; POR, prevalence odds ratio.
aWald test.
bReference group.
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periodicity of academics' anxiety may play a role in the elevated

anxiety phenotype observed in this study.

In this context, we observed noticeably higher GAD‐7 scores in

our cohort than those reported in previous studies conducted before

the COVID‐19 pandemic. Notably, Evans et al. (2018) used the same

GAD‐7 questionnaire to assess anxiety risk in graduate students from

26 different countries. They found that 39% of the participants

exhibited moderate to severe anxiety. Interestingly, these values

were more than six times higher than the 6% prevalence in the

general population (Evans et al., 2018). These findings suggest that

this populational subgroup of the academic community is particularly

susceptible to the psychological distress caused by the COVID‐19

pandemic.

Another group that showed increased levels of psychological

distress associated with the pandemic comprises healthcare profes-

sionals, notably frontline doctors (Chaix et al., 2020; Conversano

et al., 2020; Jacintho Barbosa et al., 2020; Petzold et al., 2020; Qiu

et al., 2020; Shacham et al., 2020). A similar pattern is observed in the

case of medical students, who exhibit higher baseline levels of

anxiety and depression compared to the age‐matched population,

and even university students from other fields (Dyrbye et al., 2006).

Notably, a multicenter study assessed the prevalence of anxiety

in Brazilian medical students, involving 1650 students from 22

universities. The researchers employed the State‐Trait Anxiety

Inventory, a tool that assesses both state and trait anxiety symptoms,

categorizing them into three groups based on scores: low (<33),

medium (33–49), and high (>49). Their findings revealed that 81.7%

of participants had medium to high state‐anxiety symptoms

(Brenneisen Mayer et al., 2016). Altogether, these results underline

a pronounced vulnerability to anxiety disorders within the medical

student population and, to an even greater extent, among Brazilians.

Within our studied cohort, we identified a substantial portion of

participants from healthcare‐related programs, including medical

students. This may also be related to the elevated level of anxiety

observed in this cohort.

Interestingly, the high anxiety levels experienced by the

academic community found in our study seem to be consistent with

the interruption of academic activities. This observation can be

explained by increased risks of contamination of the participants that

maintain their activities, hence more susceptibility of COVID‐19

mediated fear and anxiety (Rodríguez‐Hidalgo et al., 2020).

In addition, we established a correlation between age, gender,

family income, and academic engagement with GAD‐7 results. Our

data indicated that young age, female gender, and low income are

associated factors and serve as good predictors for moderate and

severe anxiety scores, as confirmed by the multivariate regression

analysis. Furthermore, our results are in line with the findings of Fu

et al. (2021), who showed that female students have higher levels of

anxiety when compared to male students. Moreover, previous

investigations have demonstrated that female students have a higher

baseline prevalence of psychiatric comorbidities such as panic

disorder, compulsive obsessive disorder, and posttraumatic stress

disorder (Kessler et al., 1994), as well as higher scores on anxiety

scales when compared to men, both in Brazil (Brenneisen Mayer

et al., 2016; Teixeira‐Silva et al., 2008) and in other countries (Eaton

et al., 2012).

Regarding academic activity, our data indicates that professors

had lower levels of anxiety than undergraduate students. This result

may be related to a usually older age and higher family income in this

studied subgroup of professors. This observation aligns with recent

research conducted by Odriozola‐González et al. (2020), who

examined students and workers in a Spanish university.

Interestingly, we did not observe an important relationship

between the region and living conditions with trait anxiety applying

the GAD‐7 questionnaire. This data is also compatible with what is

presented in the existing literature, which shows that housing

conditions do not tend to be a mediating factor of anxiety and

emotional dysregulation in the university population (Franzoi

et al., 2020).

Many studies have identified changes in lifestyle as one of the

main consequences of the COVID‐19 pandemic that leads to the

development of physical and mental health problems (King

et al., 2020; Kumari et al., 2020; Son et al., 2020). Worldwide

surveys showed that eating behavior, smoking burden, alcohol

consumption, and physical activity are the habits most strongly

affected during the isolation period by the COVID‐19 pandemic

(Conversano et al., 2020; Fu et al., 2021; Odriozola‐González

et al., 2020). In this context, King et al. (2020) showed that an

unhealthy diet, increase in weight, decreased physical activity and

unsatisfactory sleep can act synergistically on the development of

cardiometabolic diseases, and anxiety episodes. However, up to date,

little has been demonstrated about the impact of these unhealthy

habits on the incidence of psychiatric disorders such as anxiety levels

in the academic community.

For this reason, we shed light on how weight variation and

lifestyle change can be intimately correlated with anxiety levels. Our

results revealed that a majority of the respondents reported weight

gain during the COVID‐19 pandemic, in agreement with recent

studies (Kumari et al., 2020; Sidor & Rzymski, 2020). It is also notable

that we found a correlation between GAD‐7 scores and weight

variation. Participants who presented higher levels of anxiety also

reported greater weight gain when compared to less anxious

participants who managed to maintain weight stability.

Recently, instruments to objectively assess the mentioned

changes in lifestyle have been studied and validated. The method

used by Kumari and colleagues was shown to be one of the most

reliable so far (Kumari et al., 2020). Using this proposed question-

naire, our results showed that these changes may be strongly related

to the impacts on mental health. This impact seems to be even more

relevant than factors such as having contact with cases of suspected/

confirmed COVID‐19 itself. These findings are especially interesting

because, by identifying a modifiable factor that is associated with

anxiety levels, it is possible to propose strategies to improve this

condition. Our findings suggest that maintenance of healthy lifestyle

behaviors during the time of seclusion, such as the regular practice of

physical activities, a balanced diet, lower stress levels, and solid family
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support might be strategic ways to control the development of

anxiety disorders in this studied population.

Several groups have been dedicated to researching and validat-

ing strategies to promote resilience and constrain psychological

distress. Some of these strategies encompass individual self‐care

actions and emotional well‐being practices, such as physical exercis-

ing, sleep hygiene, and mindfulness exercises (Conversano

et al., 2020). In a collective approach, universities can take proactive

steps in implementing pedagogical initiatives. Promising strategies

include computer‐based resilience training, educational sessions with

a focus on resilience, social activities online, the formation of

psychological first aid groups, and the establishment of psychosocial

pandemic committees (Ruggieri et al., 2021).

Our findings serve as a warning to those who remain restricted

to invest their efforts in maintaining a healthy lifestyle with regular

activities, healthy diet, and stress management measures. Although

more studies are needed to clarify and quantify the impact of these

factors in more detail, our work may have a significant impact on

individual and collective decisions to improve the quality of life of the

university community during future pandemic scenarios.

Regarding the limitations of this study, we first mean to highlight

an intrinsic characteristic of the cross‐sectional study. The results

obtained suggest associations between epidemiological factors and

are naturally a subject to confounding biases, as well as the

possibility of reverse causalities. Therefore, the results should not

be extrapolated to determine causality without supplementary

information from the scientific literature (Flanders et al., 1992).

Thus, more longitudinal studies are needed to address the

question of causal relationships between anxiety, weight gain, and

changes in lifestyle during the COVID‐19 pandemic. However, the

present study raises hypotheses, based on the data collected, about

an intimate relationship between the three factors anxiety, weight

variation, and lifestyle changes that may play an important role in the

notorious worsening of the quality of life of the population in this

pandemic period (Tahoun et al., 2023).

Regarding the representativeness of the sample and the

convenience‐based recruitment method employed in this study, it is

crucial to acknowledge the potential for selection bias. While self‐

selecting sampling strategies have been well‐validated in the health

science, it is well‐documented that there is a tendency for outcome

overestimation within such studies. Therefore, the need for validating

the sample's appropriateness for the target population is recognized

(Søgaard, et al., 2004).

Interestingly, the population in this study exhibited demographic

and social characteristics compatible with those of the academic

population in Rio de Janeiro. We observed a predominance of young,

middle‐class individuals from the metropolitan region. Nevertheless,

the heterogeneity within the regions of Rio de Janeiro and especially

across Brazil renders the extrapolation of results susceptible to

variations in populations from other regions. These variations may

involve differing demographic compositions and even distinct levels

of baseline anxiety within the university population (Gama

et al., 2008).

However, it is important to highlight the overrepresentation of

university professors in our sample. We found that professors

accounted for 16.46% of the sample, whereas according to census

data they represent only 4% of the university population

(INEP, 2019). Given that the subgroup of professors in our study

presented milder GAD‐7 results, we posit anxiety scores in the wider

university population may be severer than the findings observed in

this study.

Finally, when considering the limitations associated with the

measurement methods used, self‐reported weight and height can

exhibit notorious variability among participants, as well as a potential

bias toward overestimating height, as reported in previous studies

(Avila‐Funes et al., 2004; Lucca & Moura, 2010). However, it is

considered an acceptable method of anthropometric assessment in

epidemiological health sciences (Avila‐Funes et al., 2004). It

correlated well with actual weight and height measured in a study

of a British cohort conducted by EPIC‐Oxford (Spencer et al., 2002)

and is in agreement with actual measurements of BMI among both

sexes (Lucca & Moura, 2010). It has greater accuracy in individuals

<75 years old (Avila‐Funes et al., 2004; Spencer et al., 2002), where

99.79% of our study population is found in.

Regarding the GAD‐7 questionnaire, it is widely validated and

applied in clinical practice as one of the best‐performing scales for

screening anxiety in various at‐risk populations (Spitzer et al., 2006

and Herr et al., 2014). Notably, Spitzer et al. achieved an optimized

sensitivity of 89% and specificity of 82% regarding the GAD‐7

questionnaire while screening for anxiety disorders. Despite its

accuracy, the GAD‐7 serves as a screening tool however, as such, it is

not sufficient for diagnosing mental disorders according to the DSM

criteria (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Thus, results

obtained through this questionnaire should be carefully interpreted

as an assessment of the likelihood of participants having excess

anxiety.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

The university community in Rio de Janeiro is contending with

critical levels of anxiety during the period of the COVID‐19

pandemic, which has not been definitively overcome. This study

showed that the main factors associated with this condition were

young age, female gender, low family income, weight gain, and

negative changes in lifestyle habits. Our work highlights this

alarming problem and provides some relevant background informa-

tion as tools for addressing the mental health challenges experi-

enced by the academic community on both personal and societal

levels. It has the purpose of mobilizing and guiding university

initiatives toward the provision of mental health support to students

and professors, particularly to those who are at an elevated risk of

mental health distress.
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